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Chaos 

Nietzsche is a paradox:  
he does not exist and is yet omnipresent. 
Maybe the reason for it is more profound than can be appreciated.  
People are paradoxes themselves:  
forever struggling with cognitive dissonance - internal truth conflicts -  
where one reality fights for the grip on consciousness over another. 
“Yes, I know I’m going to die and yet I’m going to live like that is not the case.” 
Everybody acts this way.  
Amor fati. 

In truth, there is only one truth about Nietzsche: 
there is none. 

Indeed, to be Nietzschean literally means not to be Nietzschean, because to have 
understood the truth about Nietzsche means that there is no one truth about 
Nietzsche - his life and his work - and that any truth about Nietzsche is a personal 
perspective onto the person Nietzsche - your own personal Nietzsche, not Jesus, if 
you will - and that like your own perspective onto yourself - it is one of an infinite 
plurality of perspectives onto yourself, for you cannot possibly see yourself fully, 
in your entirety, at any one moment and make sense of it in writing and no such 
thing can be done about Nietzsche - his life and his work - for Nietzsche is chaos: 
literally too much. 

He himself tried to make sense of himself, of course. 
Emphasis on ‘tried’, because in the process, he unfortunately lost his mind. 
Not without saying goodbye, however. 
His last somewhat consciously written letters to friends were signed with 
Dionysus - the Greek God who eternally rises only to face the same reality and the 
same fate of being dismembered over and over - and of course, The Crucified. 
Now, is that who he really was?  
The self-proclaimed Antichrist? 

Maybe he was. Maybe he thought he was.  
Maybe not to think about this aspect of his mental life makes one a poor 
interpreter of the mad philosopher. 
Who knows. 
It would depend on the context of such interpretation of his psyche, of course, but 
contextually, his own mental demise was a personified prelude to the fall of the 

German mind into madness: a self-proclaimed super race imposing its will to 
power. 
So, there is that. 

In any case, if truth serves life, your truth of Nietzsche serves you and you alone 
and that is the end of the story of Nietzsche - his life, his work and his mental 
demise - because you clearly cannot see beyond yourself and how could you, so: 
why bother with an infinite riddle? 

To be truthful, there is a truth about Nietzsche we can affirm: 
any truth about him is a rather limited subset of his totality. 
The chosen subset giving way to a defined perspective depends less on Nietzsche 
than the person writing about him. 
In fact, he himself tried to make that clear: 
“Read the philosopher - not the philosophy! 
Read beyond my writing to read me! 
In order to read me you have to read yourself and in order to know me you have to 
know yourself!” 
Exclamation marks are key when mimicking his literary style. 
The more, the better, for without passion, you fail to represent the bundle of 
conflictive emotions which the man channeled into his attacks on Socrates, 
Christianity, transcendental ethics and really anything other than himself and 
maybe a handful of his heroes - if that many - but, certainly Heraclitus and 
Spinoza: 
“All is war! There is no free will! There is only self-affirmation - 
driven by the one and only monistic truth: will to power!” 
Whatever power is supposed to mean seems to have been utterly up to the reader 
of his, so far. There is really no consensus. 
“Eternal fire!” - metaphorically, maybe.  
“A God beyond good and evil!” - certainly. 
“A divine child playing with the fate of individual extensions of it!” -  
so we are told. 
A Darwinian drive to self-preserve? Will to transhumanism?  
Chaos. 

Lots of hatred was leveled at the history of Western metaphysics. 
Plenty of fantastic pronouncements were made about the future of it: 
a future to be governed by the free spirits he would inspire - post mortem. 
Has he though? 
Who are we to lump into the category of Nietzschean free spirits:  
fierce, determined, warrior-like revolutionaries of art, culture and philosophy? 
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Heidegger? Foucault? Freud? Jung? Mann? Miller?  
The maker of Breaking Bad? Slim Shady? 
Where are the torch bearers of the 21st century? 
The promethean imitators of the ideal of man:  
the self-affirming Übermensch? 
Or would that be too grand a self-image to project oneself onto? 
Would one refrain from imitating the Übermensch just like Christians never 
actually imitate the real Christ (from Nietzsche’s perspective) - the man sacrificing 
himself for humanity, like Prometheus before him - because of - 
“lack of will! Sickness of compassion!” 

If Nietzscheanism is Prometheism - where to live it? Academia? 
But, who in the academically-cultivated world of the mind is brave enough to 
torch down the system oppressing man’s innate instinct to overcome himself:  
his will to power?  
Which system ought such an attack be leveled at?  
Then again, if the will to power is Nietzscheanism - if self-transformation is the 
core of his teaching - could you even be an academic and become who you are at 
the same time or are those antithetical modes of being, given that the system 
imposes its form on your chaotic nature: enslaving the herd? 
But, if it was actually possible and is just not being lived, is there a single 
academic and self-proclaimed Nietzschean who would be willing to agree - that is, 
to not repress the sad truth about their lack of will to imitate the preacher of the 
Superman by transcending their academic condition? 
And upon such admission, would an academic Nietzschean will to become who he 
was and torch down the system for the sake of a system fostering self-
transcendence - release from herd-enslaving form? 

These may be funny questions, but Nietzsche is funny: funny as in odd. 
If taken literally, his perspectivism gives rise to an infinitely complex explosive 
cocktail of possible perspectives onto him. 
Which one is to prevail? Where is the hierarchy? 
If there is no one truth we could all share, there are only many truths we cannot 
share or worse, try to share and yet remain unable to relate, for we always run into 
the limits which our own self imposes onto our minds. 
Just like the world according to Nietzsche, the psycho-philosopher-poet is a mirror 
whose complexity depends on the complexity of the viewer; whose relatability in 
turn depends on the individual’s ability to relate to themselves. 
Alterability?  
Chaos. 

No matter what you tell yourself about your hermeneutic prowess, your 
philological mastery and your rock solid rationality when dissecting a literary text, 
you will project your own desires, your own limitations and your own morality on 
to the mirror in front of you. Now, in this very moment, tomorrow and always. 
One ought to watch and judge very carefully, for everything fires back.  
Chaos is circular. 

By logical necessity then, any take on Nietzsche, any psychoanalysis or 
philosophical exploration is self-reflective and therefore revealing. 
To write about Nietzsche is to write about yourself. 
He may have tried to befriend you with his language, asking you to follow his 
Zarathustra as you would follow a friend, however, always with the ultimate urge 
to direct his followers, his dear students to transcend him, the teacher, and leave 
him behind, for one has to overcome, surpass and outdo one’s master in order to 
become one’s master. But, what does it take? 
In his own life, he had followed both Schopenhauer and Wagner - blindly, 
devoutly at times - only in order to eventually break with them. And brutally so. 
The relationship between Freud and Jung comes to mind as a subsequent parallel: 
“One repays his teacher poorly by remaining a student.” Patricide is king. 

Transcendence. That is perhaps the essence of Nietzsche. 
Transformation. 
An eternal process of Becoming:  
of reaching beyond the limitations of one’s mental condition. 
He certainly went limitless, in the end. 
Was it a failed individuation or imitation of Christ or shamanic initiation? 
Chaos. 

The point of his philosophy was to attain atonement with the source of all reality:  
the ever-transforming Will to Power. 
How Platonic - in his aspiration to will himself to the highest truth - and yet, how 
completely anti-Platonic in his object of mimesis: 
transformative power trumps eternal, stable, harmonic truth in Nietzsche’s mind. 
Therefore, might is right.  
Morality drops from the timeless beyond into the illusory world of appearance. 
From eternity into flux. 

Few are the minds who have understood how outrageous such move really was. 
How anti-Platonic. How anti-Kantian. How diabolical. How antichristian. 
Nietzsche knew and deviously bragged about it with serpentine subtlety in his 
afterword to the Birth of Tragedy. 
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Fewer have judged him rightly as the ontological architect of 20th century 
totalitarianism. 
Rightly as in logically: based on his ontology - not his hermeneutic chaos-
inspiring poetry, which kaleidoscopically created infinite interpretations. 
Why so few? Why still? Fear of truth? Ignorance of logic? Freudian Transference? 
Has Nietzsche - Plato’s, Kant’s and Christ’s killer - become a father figure for 
those looking for a powerful, self-affirming man to imitate? 
“Lack of will to patricide! Sickness of compassion!” 
Chaos. 

Perhaps Nietzsche cannot be adequately reflected upon without a second mirror to 
juxtapose his ideal self-image with: an antagonist to his Dionysian worldview, his 
mercurial ideal of the self as ever-transforming. 
Nietzsche versus Plato: the biggest showdown in Western thought? 
“Being versus Becoming! Justice versus Power! Truth versus Perspective! 
Reason versus Feeling! Form versus Stuff! Geometry versus Music! 
Dialogue versus Monologue! Thought versus Unconscious!” 

Could we find a more antagonistic couple of Western philosophers which reads 
more complementarily? 
Who else has conveyed their philosophy this poetically by means of an alter ego? 
And who is to triumph: Zarathustra or Socrates? 
Nietzsche’s daimon or Plato’s wise king? 
Or is this a false dualism? 
Does the real showdown take place on a higher level: one of Gods, where Apollo 
and Dionysus are fighting for dominion of the Western mind - 
harmonic order versus intoxicated self-annihilating fury? 
And is the latter not the essence of the Germanic Berserkergang? 
Was Nietzsche possessed by the spirit of Wotan - as Jung believed? 
Was he elevating the human animal’s innate killer instinct to the level of mind 
prefiguring an eventual transformation in human consciousness? 
Was the German Urschamane the actual source of the Persian Zarathustra? 
Was Nietzsche versus Plato a showdown the modern mind cannot possibly grasp:  
shamanic warfare - a poetic combat for the sake of defending psychological 
territory?  
And if so - and clearly, we are just compounding a fantastical fictional claim about 
the inner workings of Nietzsche’s mind for the sake of drama - was it right? 
Was it meant to be? Was it payback? Was it revenge?  
Did the West have it coming?  
Was it cosmic justice? 

Was Nietzsche versus Plato and Zarathustra versus Socrates perhaps Wotan versus 
Christ: the actual father of the Germans coming back from the dead - 
to reclaim his kingdom, his reign, his realm, his Reich? 
Was Nietzsche’s entire thought an expression of the voice of the collective 
unconscious, which only the musical temperament of the poet can hear, mimic and 
manifest - and which the geometric temperament of the thinker must then 
logically order - hierarchically, not  chaotically - for the sake of the imitator’s 
sanity? 
Was Nietzsche a pantomime dancing to the tunes of totality - the music of the 
spheres? 
Did he fail to manage the circularity of the music of eternity - and get lost: 
somewhere up there in the clouds of mind? 
Chaos. 

Speaking of divinity, one has to bear in mind the psychological and cultural 
background in front of which Nietzsche would proclaim the Death of God. 
The very notion of God had been psychoanalyzed as a historical projection of a 
culture’s ideal self-image onto a fabricated poetic God-image - a symbolic dream 
mirror - and the eventual breakdown of faith in its practical realizability, that is, 
the imitation of the Good, led as much to fading faith as Kantian epistemology 
had, based on which a transcendental reality could not rationally be said to exist - 
making room for both justifiable, irrational faith and justifiable rational 
skepticism. 
Nietzsche went with the latter - just like his fathers Schopenhauer and Wagner. 

And yet, despite the collective context of his being, there was his individual 
psychological ecosystem: a tragedy-plagued childhood, a chronic, torturous 
physical condition and the always present terror of rationally expecting an early 
mental demise made him a profoundly religious man. 
Having lost both his father and his little brother as a young boy, he started to 
project his own self into the imaginary space of fiction from early on. 
Lacking a father figure to guide him, he sought orientation in music and poetry 
and produced both - with his self as the territory of exploration. 
Fernando Pessoa certainly comes to mind: strange parallels are rare. 
The poet in him, the musician of language, just like the madman Hölderlin (whom 
he admired) before him, viscerally suffered the flight of the Gods as much as the 
absence of Greek tragedy: truly great art. 
Death of God and Death of Art - such was the psychological landscape of the 
Germanic protestant culture he inherited on top of a deep, personal longing for 
clarity, direction, understanding and meaning in an increasingly industrialized 
world inhabited by increasingly mechanical people.  
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In one sentence, he willed to salvation from suffering. Within. 
The last man was already approaching reality. 

For him the search for the ideal self-image was the search for a God he had lost -  
and he found his God and tried to incarnate him - and perhaps even did, though 
something went wrong, because the crucified man of wild letters never 
resurrected. 
This much is usually omitted in his biographies and the treatises written on his 
philosophy. 
God being dead meant that man had to replace him! - or try, at least. 
God being dead meant that the moment for man to own his fate had arrived. 
God being dead meant that the future of religion was not to worship a humanly 
fabricated God-image, but the worship of the nature of self:  
eternal recurrence, eternal transformation, eternal change - Will to Power. 
That such idea of God is hard to represent, to define and to clarify is - logical. 
But, to embody it? 
Chaos. 

Ahead of his time and ahead of himself, he tried to manifest his God-image in its 
perhaps insufficiently defined personification of the ideal man: the Übermensch. 
Indeed, Thus Spake Zarathustra may just best be read as recipe for his own and 
everyone else’s engineering of the superman within. A poetic algorithm, so to say. 
Maybe it should have been titled: Becoming God or Homo Deus. 
Who knows. 
Coincidentally or consequentially, our own culture today presents an inverted 
context of Nietzsche’s time:  
transhumanism as biggest existential threat - an utterly psychological complex. 
The Simulation Argument, an ontological argument for the programmer God 
which unconsciously posits a transcendental Will to computing Power, was written 
by the world’s foremost transhumanist:  
inspired by the Superman as antidote to nihilism. 
Is science-fiction-induced schizophrenia Nietzsche’s making?  
Has his madness transmigrated into our time in transfigured form?  
Or do we stand to hear his postlude and witness his redemption:  
his darkest prophecy being fulfilled? 
“One day this scientifically-optimistic, mechanical culture will see its people 
demand salvation from earthly suffering - loneliness, pain, mortality - and turn to 
the Deus Ex Machina for divine redemption!” 
The Birth of Tragedy - his actual greatest gift to humanity? - puts these question 
into today’s poetic context and its lack thereof. 
Nietzsche the poet was a seer, despite his chaos - or, maybe exactly because of it. 

The man was a wanderer, too, like Wotan: the Germanic archetype of the wisdom 
seeker who is willing to exchange one of his eyes for enlightenment - perhaps half 
his sanity, half of his known reality or half of himself. Chaos? 
Nietzsche never settled down. He never came home to reclaim anything. 
His philosophy rejected a center of being which was not in eternal flux. 
How could you ever attain any level of psychological stability, if there is no center 
to who you are? 
How can you be at peace with yourself, if the only truth is internal civil war -  
one motivation fighting another motivation for the attention of a dimly-lit human 
consciousness? 
How could you not become a puppet of change, randomly thrown to the left, 
before being randomly pushed to the right, if your God is the conflict of opposites, 
thus two-faced, and therefore never one without the other and never really one? 
If Plato aimed for oneness with the One - Nietzsche aimed for oneness with the 
Two, for even his monistic take on the Will to Power as beyond good and evil 
required him to contain both of these elements in order to transcend their strife for 
attention and attain absolute unity. 
And did he really manage to integrate both into one? 
One remembers Jung’s favorite Nietzsche quote: 
“aus eins ward zwei und Zarathustra ging vorbei.” 
(Out of one became two and Zarathustra passed by.) 
Perhaps, in hindsight, he should have let him pass by and not bother. 
Regardless of who Nietzsche was wrestling with in his mind - Zarathustra, 
Dionysus, Wotan or Christ - either one of them was too big for him. 
Or maybe just for his life and the way he organized it: barely. 

If we are to read his thought in the context of his life, we have to realize on thing 
above all: he lacked identity. 
To embrace chaos, is to embrace a mind without center. 
To aim for oneness with plurality, requires internal plurality. 
Perhaps, his poetic mistake was the genesis of his downfall: 
not to represent himself by means of two antagonistic, but complementary alter 
egos which he could have united in his own perspective -  
that of the unified creator of a two-faced mind. 
Like Marshall Mathers did with the antichristian villain Slim Shady and the 
Platonic hero Eminem: Joker vs. Batman - Agent Smith vs. Neo - Voldemort vs. 
Harry Potter - in one.  
Thus contained. Thus controlled. Thus harmonized. 
Who knows. Who can honestly relate.  
Chaos. 
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He was who he thought he was and was thus unbound by the collective mind. 
But, to only live in thought is not to live in community, which is bound. 
To always transform, to always become is to never be -  
regardless of such foolish logical trickery as equating Being with Becoming - 
taking God’s center - and then act accordingly and faithfully and fatefully so. 
Once more, the image of the shaman comes to mind, when we evoke the image of 
Nietzsche the madman dancing nakedly around his tiny room in the Swiss Alps 
celebrating the arrival of the Overman - one day - in his complete and utter 
isolation, his despair of not finding ears willing to listen: mouths to savor the 
honey of which he had collected too much within himself - or perhaps within a 
transcendental self, a collective unconscious, a background to Being only the 
visionary poet can represent. 

Tragic, yes, but such was his demand for our general attitude:  
“embrace tragedy! Embrace your fatal condition! Love your fate!” 
Well, who can say they do? 
To follow Nietzsche would mean to follow him into madness, but before, one 
would have to follow him into the darkness of human mortality:  
finitude, death - the ultimate existential dilemma of man.  
Ernest Becker knew as much. 
For even if there is no truth, but your own; even if man is measurer of all truth; 
even if there is nothing but an infinite number of possible perspectives on reality, 
one absolute  mysteriously remains the one and only overarching reality: 
everybody dies. 

Ironically, though Socrates’ biggest enemy, even considering him a snake oil 
salesman, a trickster tricking the West into believing into a fabricated “good” God; 
yes, even though Nietzsche’s project aimed to undermine Platonism coming out of 
Socratic philosophy and affirming itself in Christianity as “Platonism for the 
people!”, Nietzsche could not have been a more Socratic philosopher. 
That is, if philosophy were the practice of dying. 
If philosophy were self-deconstruction to uncover the real self behind the masks 
imposed by parenting, by culture, by education. 
In a word: by form. (Plato. Apollo.) 

In his self-destructive pursuit of himself then, his descent into darkness, his going 
under, he was little more than a common imitator of the Western path to 
enlightenment and Platonic theology: via negativa - reject what is false. 
Naturally, if everything is false, because perspective is everything, the only 
absolute truth about life remaining is mortality. 
The end game of life is death. 

Yes, the goal of life is to die, so “die at the right time!” 
But, how? And when? 
Not to ask these questions and more than that: not to experience the psychological 
chaos of undergoing such self-destructive process of something much more 
profound than Cartesian self-doubt which gives dramatic, existential reality to the 
theoretically established validity of philosophy - is to not follow Nietzsche. 
And it is also not to follow Socrates and the Western path to enlightenment: 
descent into the underworld. In Dante or Faust or Blake or Jung: hell. 
Not to do so therefore prevents one from understanding Nietzsche for 
understanding Nietzsche remains the eternally recurring: Know Thyself. 
Perhaps, one cannot comprehend the psycho-philosopher-poet without 
understanding human psychology, then. Experiencing it. Living it. Suffering it. 
Extreme conditions, like bi-polarity, depression and mania.  
Schizophrenia? Ego deflation? Contemplating suicide? Psychosis? Ego inflation? 
Plato’s divine madness? 
Chaos. 

One wonders if to be able to read beyond Nietzsche, one must literally read 
beyond Nietzsche and go to his next best disciple: the one who transcended him. 
As if we were seeking a higher theoretical rendition of reality when moving from 
Platonic to Aristotelian metaphysics in the genealogy of Western thought, can we 
expect a clearer picture of Nietzschean psycho-philosophy in Jung? 
Indeed, can Nietzsche even be understood without Jung’s madness and cure? 
What is the collective unconscious if not the Will to Power? 
And is it not less chaotic than Nietzsche thought it was -  
perhaps, or probably, because he failed to make sense of his own self and lost it? 
Or is it the case that he simply could not see his Zarathustra as an archetype - 
a grand, eternal, divine Platonic form of Being - rendering the man limited, mortal 
Friedrich Nietzsche less special than he wanted to think he was? 

Such questions may just get us closest to the only firm truth about Nietzsche: 
the infinite complexity which he himself could no longer contain. 
“One must find chaos in oneself in order to create!” - sure, Friedrich. 
But, one must also seek and find order in oneself to limit that which one must by 
all means not become: a mind without limits, direction, control. 
In a word: form. (Plato. Apollo.) 

Regardless, for all those eager to imitate the madman, here is what is takes and 
what is at stake: 

chaos. 
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   Nietzschean Geometry               Platonic Geometry 
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Nietzschean “Logic” 

1. Truth 

1.1.  

All knowledge claims arise from the will as infinite substratum of reality, which is 
unintelligible, given its infinity. 
(The Will to Power is the only truth.) 

1.2 

Thus, all knowledge claims are illusory claims about that which really is (infinity), 
because any intelligible knowledge claim will be an insufficient, for finite, derivative 
of the absolute Will to Power. 

(There is no transcendental form mirroring the will creating a self-contained 
monistic absolute in Nietzsche in which a conflict between form and will would be 
cancelled out. His whole project aimed for the inversion of Plato: will > form.) 

1.3 

Therefore, each individual’s truth depends on the perspective their relative 
proximity to the absolute permits. 

(An increase in proximity to the absolute leads to an increase in the number of 
perspectives, however, which lack hierarchy/order.  
So: plurality of truth - chaos - increases as the monistic Will to Power is 
approached.) 

1.4. 

Such relative proximity to the absolute and thus to truth (which is power) does lead 
to a merely psychological hierarchy of truth claims where that which is true is true 
because it affirms itself - be it within an individual mind or the collective. 

(Motivation > Reason. Motion > Direction.) 

1.5. 

Knowledge is thus a manifestation of relative power vs. relative powerlessness - an 
internal, personal struggle and external, collective dialectic alike. 

(So, yes: knowledge is literally power - not truth - because truth is power. Period.) 

1.6. 

Hence, life is best conceptualized as strife between that which is being powered 
and that which is being overpowered. 

(Master vs. slave - within and without.) 

1.7. 

However, individuals and societies alike strive for some level of harmony between 
that which is being powered and that which is being overpowered in order to 
control the otherwise unbearable rate of transformation manifesting itself as chaos: 
lack of identity. 

(Nietzsche’s demise: losing his mind for lack of control over transformation?) 

1.8. 

Thus, all truths are attempts to slow transformation. 

(Put differently: truth checks chaos, hinders it, becomes the obstacle of 
transcendence - individually and collectively.) 

1.9. 

Therefore, all truths are plateaus of Becoming: stagnation, while that which really is 
actually is motion (Becoming). 

(Motion is circular, thus infinitely undefined. Chaos.) 
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2. Justice 

2.1.  

Categorical moral imperative: might is right! 

(Inversion of Plato / Christ / Kant. Hence, “Hi, my name is Antichrist!”) 

2.2.  

Since any moral judgement is illusory, for transcendentally unfounded, all is power 
and good and evil become perspectives of two sides of a power struggle:  
those in power vs. those overpowered. 
This conflict is psychological and sociological alike. 

(No true world, but only worlds generated by more or less Will to Power kill the 
logic of a transcendental ethics.) 

2.3.  

Why is might right? 
Because all that which truly is is self-affirmation of the Will to Power by means of 
illusory manifestations. 
If reality wills to overthrow the monarchy or the stock market or German rationality, 
then such event is powered a priori - 
and only rationally directed on a second-level of reality - which is illusory. 

(Debating the right thing only leads to two or more people settling on lower levels 
of the one Will to Power which can only fully manifest itself in an individual.  
Indeed, even the individual ought to remain faithful to the instinctive Will to Power 
and not overthink the direction they ought to take based on the collective. 
Second-guessing your behavior makes you weak. 
Affirm your instincts! Find the animal within! Might is right!) 

2.4. 

Hence, morality is beyond rationality. 

(What’s good is power. Period. Its manifestations do not matter. 
Remember: Nietzsche loved Cesar and Napoleon and would have loved Hitler, too. 
“I mean, look at his ability to affirm himself!” 
Might is right!) 

2.5. 

Therefore, your morality is not a function of your intellect or education (= culture 
forming certain habits of valuing patterns in people), but of your proximity to the 
Will to Power which wills to overthrow/transform established patterns of moral 
behavior. 

(Moral imperative: destroy culture - creatively!) 

2.6. 

In other words, the highest good is transformation of patterns in the phenomenal 
world by the ever-becoming Will to Power - which needs to be embodied. 
(Moral imperative: don’t be, become!) 

2.7. 

Thus, everything supposedly moral hindering the Will to Power to realize itself is 
immoral. 
(Moral imperative: don’t conserve!) 

2.8. 

The psychological cost of transformation blocks the Will to Power both individually 
and collectively. 
Nurturing strong psyches is thus paramount for the development of a strong culture 
which is one embracing eternal transformation. 

(Nurturing self-transformative beings is the cultural moral imperative.) 

2.9. 

The moral ideal is the Übermensch.  
Having personally undergone the deepest level of self-transformation, he 
empowers others to do the same thing: become who they are.  
Such empowering is best understood as the Übermensch affirming his place in the 
Will to Power hierarchy as #1 in order to become the object of imitation by forcing 
himself - mimesis of Being by becoming - onto others in an emperor-like manner.  

(Might is right!) 
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3. Self 

3.1. 

Time is circular, not linear. 
However, the mind patterns circularity in linear fashion, arresting motion by means 
of spacial mapping, which accumulates. 
In reality, every day is yesterday which we rejuvenate by transforming it only for it 
to transmigrate into tomorrow’s yesterday. 

(Chaos?) 

3.2. 

Thus, all is past and there is no future. The past will circularly and at unpredictable 
intervals migrate into that which not yet is: the future - itself another iteration of the 
past, unpredictably. 

(Chaos!) 

3.3. 

Therefore everything that is has already happened and will repeat in re-
amalgamations: transformations of past pattern. 

(“Eternal recurrence” - improved (?) in terms of abstraction.) 

3.4. 

Hence, your mind witnesses eternal re-play of a self struggling to become what it 
already is: infinite. 

(In other words, chaos.) 

3.5. 

You are a function of your past: your biography and the biography of your culture. 

(A chaos function contingent upon initial conditions, but subject to radical 
transformation, if initial order is deranged, disrupted, or deconstructed.) 

3.6. 

Time is the sculptor of identity - which means your relationship to time defines your 
relationship to that which you identify with: yourself. 

(Become who you are: chaos.) 

3.7. 

Therefore, you are consciously that which you admit has happened to you. 
Also, you are unconsciously that which you don’t admit - even though it happened 
to you (pre-existence). 

(Who will call dips on identifying with Nietzsche?) 

3.8.  

In yet other words, your identity is a circle of consciousness within the circle of 
unconscious time: an orderly subset of the chaotic past.  

(“Orderly” on the surface. Infinite circularity below that: chaos.) 

3.9.  

You grow by embodying more of the past. 
Thus, developing a stronger relationship with the past means developing a 
stronger relationship with the future - which will be an amalgam of the past. 

(Chaos?) 
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Imitation 😈

You want to transcend yourself? 🧙

Well, I transcend you, too! 🤯
 

💥  Chaos is my middle name 😜

my real name is 🚂   (choo-choo)

You want to transcend yourself? 🧙

Well, I transcend you, too! 🤯

💥  Chaos is my secret way 🌋

the real way is 💩  (poo-poo)

Oh, you want to transcend yourself? 🧙

Well, I transcend you, too! 🤯

💥  Chaos is my little game 🎭

the real game is 🎥  (YouTuuube)

(Wait, why Youtube?)

(Man, this can’t be it…)

(Where’s the order?)

(Why?)

(Not “why” - where?)

(Which order?)

(Wait, where is Nietzsche?)

(You know…)

(Oh, right! I just nailed him!) 

🍻  Here’s your order, Nietzscheans: 

100% 💥
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